Dynamic Solutions to Keep You Moving
Jillamy is a single source logistics provider offering customized solutions to today’s
complex supply chain challenges. Our list of services includes: Air, Ocean, Rail, Drayage,
Warehousing, Packaging & Fulfillment.
Founded in 2001, Jillamy started as an intermodal marketing
company and has evolved into the largest agent in the Mode
Transportation Network. Starting in a small office just outside
of Philadelphia, Jillamy has grown to 13 offices and 15
warehouses with cross dock locations providing nationwide
coverage to our customers.
For 20 years, Jillamy has specialized in delivering truckload, less-than-truckload,
intermodal, air and ocean services across North America; as well as international freight
and brokerage solutions. Providing best in class customer service and dynamic solutions,
our focus is to keep our customer’s supply chains moving. The recent acquisitions of
Provident Marketing, AM Transportation and Karol Fulfillment, has made Jillamy a true fullservice supply chain manager. Our newly expanded footprint enables us to offer complete
supply chain solutions to accommodate our customers’ unique freight forwarding,
warehousing, packaging and fulfillment needs while ensuring reasonable costs.
Jillamy Warehouse and Packaging offers diversified solutions for your warehousing,
packaging and fulfillment needs. Operating in excess of 1.25 million square feet of
warehousing space and over 500,000 square feet of production space, we can offer the
flexibility and scalability to accommodate the ebbs and flows of your inventory. Our fully
staffed facilities are FDA compliant and follow SQFI guidelines for food safety that are
bench marked by GFSI standards. Spanning the metropolitan Philadelphia area, our
strategically located facilities provide access to all major highways from each location.
With our extensive experience in transportation services — coupled with our warehousing,
cross docking and fulfillment capabilities — Jillamy can fully manage your supply chain to
accommodate your specific needs nationwide.
Peak season, inventory overflow or if you have outgrown your existing space; Jillamy can
create a cost-effective solution that is suited to your distinct supply chain requirements.
*The article above was featured in the JOS Philadelphia Trade & Logistics Supplement in May 2021

For more information on Jillamy — services provided by Jillamy or divisions
of Jillamy — go to jillamy.com.

